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Mode, Route, Lane Choice(s) Life-Cycle AnalysisFramework / Tools
Networks, Performance Indicators
1. Data Access
3. Level of Details 4. Resources (Data, Model, Staff)
Adopted Lane-Use & 
Growth Patterns
2. Consistency
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Turns
Transit
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OFF LINE ON LINE
BASE TRAFFIC
ESTIMATION
TRANSPORT MODEL
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TMB TRANSPORTATION
MODEL BUILDER
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NETWORK DATA
(street map)
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BASE PATH CHOICES
(turn splitting rates)
STRATEGIES
(signal plans …)
STRATEGY EFFECTS
(max speeds, capacities)
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DETECTION AND 
CONTROL
DETECTION
(Incident detection, alerts)
CONTROL
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TRAFFIC MEASURES
(speeds, flows)
VEHICLE TRACKER
TRE TRAFFIC REAL-TIME 
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REAL-TIME TRAFFIC FORECAST
(speeds, flows, queues, …)
DETECTOR DATA
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TRAFFIC STATE 
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EVENTS
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A traffic data AMPLIFIER A traffic data HUB
PTV OPTIMA – YOUR TRAFFIC DATA AMPLIFIER!
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
REALIZE THE BENEFITS
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PTV VISION - REALIZE THE BENEFITS!
 Decision Support at Each Level
 Decision Support Across Levels
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